
 
 

– Secrets of Aegean Cruise Program 
–  

DAY PLACE PROGRAM 
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Athens  Embarkation between 14:00 and 15:00. Welcome Cocktail. Sailing to Cape 
Sounio.  

   Cape Sounio Late evening swim stop and welcome dinner under the Temple of Poseidon. 
Late in the evening sailing to Delos/Mykonos. Overnight at sea. 
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Delos 

This morning we anchor near Delos Island, once the spiritual and commercial 
centre of the Aegean. Our short walking excursion will allow you to admire well 
preserved Hellenistic houses with beautiful mosaics, the Sanctuary, the ruins of 
a temple dedicated to Apollo – Delos being Apollo’s mythological birthplace - 
the  Sacred Way  with  the famous  7th century B.C. marble lions, guardians of 
the Sacred Lake and optionally the museum with its interesting exhibits. After 
our short excursion, we return to the ship and enjoy a refreshing swim before a 
deck BBQ. In the afternoon we sail to nearby Mykonos.  

Mikonos We reach Mykonos early in the afternoon. Time at leisure in one of the trendiest 
islands in the World. Overnight in port. 
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Mykonos Early morning sailing to Lipsi Islands. 

     Lipsi Islands Swim stop and deck BBQ while sailing to Patmos. 
Patmos Early afternoon in Patmos. Optional afternoon excursion. Overnight in port. 
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          Patmos Early morning sailing to Bodrum, Turkey. 
Bodrum, Turkey Morning arrival in Bodrum. Optional walking excursion to the Castle of St John 

built by the Crusaders, to several museums and monuments including the 
English Tower. After lunch sailing to Simi - Greece. 

Simi We stop late in the afternoon at a secluded bay in Simi for a later afternoon 
swim before sailing into SIMI port. Overnight in port. 
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Simi Morning sailing to Lindos/Rhodos. 

Lindos-Rhodos Arrival in Lindos. Optional excursion in the morning to the Acropolis of Lindos  
or time at leisure at Lindos Beach. Afternoon Optional  excursion to Rhodes 
Town. Late night sailing to Crete. Overnight at sea. 
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Vai - Crete 

Swim stop in Vai, a beach known for its crystal waters and palm forest. BBQ on 
deck and sailing along the coast line to Aghios Nikolaos. Guest taking the 
optional excursion to the Knossos Palace will leave from Vai and rejoin the ship 
in Aghios Nikolaos in the afternoon. The optional excursion will take us to the 
prehistoric (2.000 BC) Minoan Palace of Knossos, a world famous archaeological 
site located in a unique quaint scenery. 

Aghios Nikolaos 
- Crete 

Afternoon arrival in Aghios Nikolaos, Crete. Late night sailing to Ios /Santorini. 
Overnight at sea. 
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Ios - Manganari 

Beach 

Morning arrival at Manganari Beach, Ios Island, one of the most photographed 
beaches in the Aegean. After our swim stop we will enjoy a deck BBQ and sail to 
nearby Santorini. 

 
 

Santorini 

Our afternoon optional excursion will take us up the cliff by cable car to Fira, 
the Archaeological Museum, the Akrotiri Site excavations and later in the 
afternoon to the Village of Oia, famous for its characteristic architecture and its 
sunsets. We will return to the ship for a late Farewell dinner while sailing away 
along the Caldera. Overnight at sea to Athens. 

    8 Athens Arrival to Athens Marina Zeas port and disembarkation after breakfast between 
8:00 and 9:00 am. 
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